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L,et E be an extension field of a field K and t G be the group of all 
automorphisms of E over M. Further let K be the fixe eld of G. When E is finite 
separable normal over K, the theorems of Galois cohomology are classical. When E 
is infinite separable normal over K, they have been extended by considering G with 
the Krull topology (it is compact), G” with the product topology and the 
n-cochains to be continuous maps from G” into E (or E *) with discrete topology. 
When E is transcendental over K, the Krull topology on G is no longer compact 
most often not compatible with Galois theory and is discrete whenever E is finitely 
generated over K. Hence consideration ofGalois cohomology with Krull topology 
becomes very difficult in this case. 
However it has been shown in [4] that there is a topology .I on G which is 
compatible with Galois theory, for which translations and inverse are 
homeomorphisms, which in case E is algebraic over K coincides with the Krull 
topology and which for a large class of extensions i compact. 
Hence, in this paper, we consider G with this topology .I, n-cochains to be 
continuous maps from G” with the product topology into-E (or E *) with the 
discrete topology and the corresponding cohomology groups H”(G, J, E) (or 
H”(G, J, E *)). 
We prove the following: 
Theorem. If E, K, G is such that E (the algebraic closure of K in E) is Galois 
closed, then 
“(G,J,E*)= . 
where S = {a E G(z/K) : a is extendable to an automorphism of E over 
the 11 topology on s. 
), the cohomology of E, 
* Paper presented to the Conference of the Indian’ held at Bombay in 
December 1974. 
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G \G(x) and that the set of all sG,, s E G, x E E forms a sub base of closed sets 
for J. 
Definition 1.4. Let G be a group, (A, + ) an abelian group on which G acts on the 
left. Let r be some topology on the set G (not necessarily related to the action of G 
in any way). We then say (G, T, A) is a transformation system. 
Definition 1.5. Two transformation systems (G, T, A) and (G’, T’, A j are said to 
be isomorphic if there exists a map 0 : G + G’ such that 6 is an isomorphism 
between the groups and is a homeomorphism between the topologies and for each 
s E G and a E A we have sa = @(s)a. 
Definition 1.6. Let (G, r, A) be a transformation system. We take the discrete 
topology on A. For each n 2 1, we take on G” the product topology obtained from 
T. We define C’(G, r,A) = A. 
If nal we define P(G,qA)={f:f is a continuous map from G” into A}. 
If f,gEC”(G,qA) we define f+g by (f+g) (sl,...,sn)=f(sl,...,Sn) 
+ g(s,, l l ‘9 sn). Then f + g E C” (G, T, A) and under this operation + , C” (G, T, A) 
becomes an abelian group. If a E Co (6, T, A) we define da : G + A by da (a) = 
aa - a. da may not belong to C’(G, 7, A). When n 2 1 and f E C” (G, T, A) we 
define df : G”+*+ A by 
+ (- l)“+‘f (s*, .. .) s, )O 
We again note that df need not belong to Cn+’ (G, T, A). We say an f E 
C” (G, T, A) is an n-cocycle if df takes every element of G”+l to 0. When n 2 1, an 
element g E C” (G, 7, A) is called a n-coboundary if g E dC”-‘(G, T, A). 
We let 2” (G, T, A ) = {f 1 f is an n -cocycle}. 
If n 3 1, B” (G, T, A) = {g 1 g is an n-coboundary}. 
We define B’(G, T, A) = 0. 
By classical arguments, we have d * is the zero map, 2” (G, r, A) is an abelian 
group, B”(G,T,A) is a subgroup of 27” (G, r,A). We define H” (G,r,A)= 
Z”(G,T,A)/B”(G, qA), and call it the nth cohomology group of (6, T) with 
coefficients in A. 
Notation 1.7. If (A, + ) is taken to be (E, + ) we write n(G,s,E) for 
H” (G, T, A). When (A,+) is taken to be (E*, l ) where E* = E \O an 
multiplication in 
. If the transformation systems (6, 7, ) and (G',T', 
isomorphic then for each n 2 0 we have 
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H* (G, T, A) f?r H” (G’, r’, A’). 
Proof. This is trivial and hence omitted. 
2 
In this section we develclp sdme results needed for Section 3. 
Theorem 2.1. For K the folio ving hold: 
1) For Each x E z, G, is a ctiosed subgroup of finite index in (G, J). 
2) K is invariant under all automorphisms in G. 
3) K is an algebraic*separrjble normal extension of K. 
4) Any finite number of elements x1,. . ., xn of z is contained in a K(a), Q E E, 
such that K(a) is a finite separable normal extension of K. 
Proof. We omit the proof since these are fairly standard. 
Theorem 2.2. Let GO be the connected component of the identity in (G, J). Then Go 
is a closed normal subgroup of G. If E is Galois closed then Go is the group of all 
automorphisms of E over K and E is the fixed field of GO. 
Proof. Since translations and inverse are homeomorphisms for (G, J) we get that 
GO is a closed normal subgroup of G. Let GI be the group of all automorphisms of 
E over E. For each x E K, G, is a closed subgroup of G of finite index in G and 
since translations are homeomorphisms it is open in (G, J). Hence Go C G, and so 
GO C GI. Let us assume now K is Galois closed. Then E is the fixed field of G1. We 
claim G1 is connected. If not there exist two open sets VI, Vz, in G such that 
Gr C VI U Vt, VI I? Ga # 0, V2 n G1 # 0, and VI n Vz n G1 = 0. This implies that 
there exist two basic open sets s1 G(xl) n l . l n s,,,G(x,), tl G(yl) n l L l n tnG(yn) 
each intersecting G1 and such that 
G, n slG(xl) n l l l n s,,,G(x,) n tlG(yl) n l l l n t,G(y,) = 0. 
Hence G,cslGx,w -us,G,, ut,G,,u-ut,G,,. Now Gl= 
(sl Gx, n GI) u l l l u &G,._ n G& If s1 GX, n Gr # 0 then s1 GX, n G, = a coset of 
GX, r) G1 and similarly for other terms. Hence G1 = a finite union of cosets of some 
of the subgroups GLi m G1. After successively omitting superfluous terms we can 
apply Lemma 1.3 [4] or theorems of [2] and obtain that G1 = a finite union of cosets 
of a subgroup S where S is an intersection of some of the GX, and GE. 
alois closed subgroup since 
is a finite extension 0
ence F is algebrai 
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hence F is algebraic over K. By the definition of J? we get F = K. This implies that 
S = G1. Hence G1 C GX, for at least one i. Then aG,, n G, # 8 implies si E GX, and 
hence SiGx, = GX,. SO siG(xi) = G \ SiGx, is disjoint with G1. This is a contradiction 
since G1 intersects each of the basic open sets. Now G, is connected, G1 > Go imply 
G1 = Go. Finally since E is Galois closed, K is the fixed field of GI and hence of Go. 
Lemma 2.3. Let K be Gadois closed. Let s1 G(x*) n 9 l 9 (I s,, G (xn) be a basic open 
set disjoint with a coset sGo, where Go is the connected component at the identity of G 
and such that (f&#j si G (xi)) fI sG~ # 0 for any j. Then xi E K for each i. 
Proof. We get from the hypothesis that sGo C UYsG,, and no term here is 
redundant. Hence GO C UY(salsi)Gx, and hence Go = UY(s-‘s, GX, n Go). Now 
S-‘SiGq n GO can be written as coset of GX, n Go. Hence Go is a finite union of 
cosets of the groups GX, n Go. By Lemma 1.3 of [4] or [2] we get that Go is a finite 
union of cosets of the group Go f? GX, n l l l n G,,. Now Go, G,,, . . ., GX, are all 
closed subgroups under J and hence Go n GX, n 9 l l n Gx. is a closed subgroup. 
Since this of finite index in Go and translations are homeomorphisms of for J, we 
get that GonGX, n-a n GX, is open in GO. Since Go is connected we get that 
Go= G,n Gx;- n GX,. This implies GO C GX, for each .i. Since K is Galois closed, 
E is the fixed field of Go by Theorem 2.2. Hence the fixed field of G,, CR and so 
xi E K for each i. 
Theorem 2.4. Let E be Galois closed. Let V be an open subset of (G, J) containing 
the identity e of G and such that G \ V = Ui,r tiGo for some index set I. Then there is 
an ar E R such that G, C V and K(cu) is a finite normal extension of K. 
Proof. Let s1 G(x,) n l l l n snG(xn) be a basic open set containing the identitv e 
and contained in V such that ni+jsjG(x,) n (G \ V) # 8 for each j (such a basic 
,open set definitely exists). Then G \ V C U us&. Then tkGO C U~siGx, for each 
k E I. By successively omitting the superfluous terms for this tk Go we can apply 
Lemma 2.3 and get that some of the Xi E l?. By the choice of the basic open set, 
each SiGq will occur irredudantly for some tk Go and hence all the xi E K. 
Now GX, is a open and closed set since Xi E E (by Theorem 2.1 and the fact that 
translations are homeomorphisms for (G, 9)). Since e E siG(xi) we get that 
s;' E G(xi). If u E GX, then o(xi) = xi. Hence (si’a)(xi) = s;‘(xi) # xi and SO 
si'a E G(Xi) and SO o E siG(xi). Thus Gx, CsiG(xi). ence we get that 
e E G,,n- f7 GX, C n; siG(xi) C V. By Theorem 2.1 there is an such 
that K(a)/K is *finite separable normal and x1,. . .,x, are in Now 
eEG,cG,,n-•nG,,CV. 
Let S be a group of autom 
is a subgroup of If s E S and cy E 
let sS, = {sa : a E S,}. The collection of all sS,, s 5 S, Q! E form a subbase of 
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open sets for a topology R, on S. This topology 7. is called the Cull topology on S. 
7s is translation invariant in S. If S has fixed field K then (S, Q,) is a Hausdorff 
topological group and is the subspace of G(R/K) with Krull topology. 
Themm 2.6. Let E be Galois closed. Let e = G/GO and .ibe the quotient topology 
on G from (G, J) under the canonical map a1 : G --) 6 Then (G, j, R) is a 
transformation system isomorphic to the system (S, yo, R) where S = 
(a E G(R/K) : u is extendable to an automorphism of E over K } and so is the K&l 
topology on it. Further (e, $ K*) is a transformation system komorphic to the system 
(S, ?tJ, R “)* 
Pro&. By Theorem 2.2, Go is t, re group of all automorphisms of E over K and z 
is the fixed field of G,. Also if x i. K and s E G then s(x) E x (by Theorem 2.1). If 
sG,E G and rn~ K we define (SC&)X = s(x). If sGo = tGo then s-‘t E Go and so 
s+t(x) = x if x E g and so s(x) = t(x). Hence we easily get that (G,x E) is a 
transformation system with this definition. 
We now define a map 6 : t?! -+S by 6(sG,)=slg, silks since SEG. If 
sGo = tGo then s-9 E Go and hence s-‘t is identity on z and so s 1 K = t 1 I?. Hence 
8 is a well defined map. Moreover 8 is injective since if 8 (sGo) = 0 (tGO) then 
s I K = t I K and so s-’ t I IF = identity and hence s-’ t E Go (by Theorem 2.2) and 
thus sGo = tGo. If s E S and c is an extension of s to an automorphism of E over 
K then @&GO) = a I E = s and hence 8 is onto. It is easily seen that 8 is a 
homc~morphkm and hence 0 is an isomorphism. Further for each x E Z?, we have 
(sG& = s(x) = (s 1 E) (x) = B(sG,,)x. 
Both for (0, j) and (S, TV) translations are homeomorphisms (this is easy to see). 
Hence to show that 8 is continuous it is enough to show that e-‘(&) is open in 
(G,J) if a E K 
Now O-‘(&) is precisely the image of G, in G. Since a E E, G, is a closed 
subgroup containing GO of finite index in (G, J) and hence open in (G, J). Hence G, 
is the full pre-image of t9-‘(S,). Since .i is t>e quotient opology we have 6-‘(&) is 
open in e. Hence 8 is continuous. 
To show that 0 is a open map it is enough to show that if VI is a open set 
containing the identity in (G, J) then 8 (VI) is a neighbourhood of the identity in 
(S, 70). 
Let V be the preimage of VI in (GJ). Then V is open in (GJ) contains the 
identity e of G, and G \ V is a union of cosets of Go. Hence by Theorem 2.4, there is 
an a E E starch t at G= C V. NOW al(G,) C V, and @(aI( = Sa. Thus $( VI) 
contains S, and hence is a neighbourhood of the identity in (S, 7$. Hence 8 is a 
open map. Therefore 6 is a honleomorphism. 
It follows that the transformation sy;;te 
under l Since 0 is a fixed point under all 
transforma?ion system isomorphic 1”o the system (
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Theorem 2*7. If K is Galois closed then (d, I) is a compact space if and only if 
every automorphism of R/K is extendable to an automorphism of E over K, i.e. 
s = G(K/K). 
Proof. Since each u E G gives an element u 1 R of S, we get that the fixed field of 
S in 13 is K. Hence S is a dense subgroup of (G(K/K), $. Also (S, Q) is the 
subspace of (G (R/K), rO). 
If (G, 5) is compact, from the proof of Theorem 2.6, since 8 is a homeomorphism 
we get S is compact. Since (G(&K), T*) is Hausdorff S is closed and hence 
S = G(K/K). 
Conversely if S = G(K/K) then by classical Krull Galois theory (G@/K), rO) is 
a compact space and again since 8 is a honeomorphism, we get @, f) is a compact 
space. 
This establishes Theorem 2.7. 
Theorem 2.8. If K is Galois closed then (G, J) is a locaily compact space if and 
only if (G, 6) is a compact space. \ 
Proof. If (G, J) is compact then surely it is locally compact. Conversely if (G, J) is 
locally compact then proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.7, we get that S is a 
locally compact dense subgroup of the Hausdorff grou (G(gIK),rO) and so is 
open and hence is closed and there by S = G(K/K). Then Theorem 2.7 completes 
the proof. 
Theorem 2.9. For the extension E/K, (G, J) is a compact space if and only if the 
following condition is satisfied. If F is an intermediate field of E/K and IT is an 
isomotphism of F/K into E/K such that given any finite number of elements a 1, . . ., a,, 
in F there exists an element s E G such that a(ai) = s (a! *) for i = 1,2, . . ., n then a 
can be extended to an automorphism of E over K. 
Proof. Suppose E/K satisfies the above condition. To show that J is compact. By 
Alexander’s theorem it is enough show that any open cover of G by members of 
the sub-base has a finite subcover. Let 9 be a open cover consisting of members 
from the sub-base. 
If 9 has two distinct members of the form s1 G(x) and s2 G(x) then we claim that 
G = s,G(x) u s,G(x). For if s E G and s$?! slG(x) then s;‘s$Z! G(x) and hence 
si’s(x) = x. This implies s,(x) = s(x). Similarly s $Z s2 G(x) implies s(x) = s2 (x). 
Hence if se s1 G(x) U s2G(x) then S&X) = sz(x). This implies s1 GX = s2 G, and 
hence s1 G(x) = s,G(x). Hence we can suppose that 3 = {sXG(x)}, x E 1, for a 
suitable index set. Suppose 9 does not allow of a finite sub cover. Consider the 
family of closed sets {sX G,}x E I. ction property. 
is enough to show that r)rErsX imply that 9 
cover G. 
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Let F be the sub field K({x}&. If x1, x2, l . ., x, is any finite sub collection from I, 
then there exists an s E sX, GI, Tp . . . n sX.Gz,. Hence for any x1,. . ., xn from I there 
exists an s E G such that x1,. . ., xm are mapped by s to sz8(x1), . . ., sx, (xn) 
respectively. Hence the correspondence x --) sx (x) yields an isomorphism of F/K 
into E/K satisfying the condition mentioned in the theorem. Hence there exists a 
s E G extending this isomorphism, i.e. there is a s E G such that for each x E I, 
S(X) = sX (x). This implies s E S% G, for every x E I. This completes the 
sufficiency part 
Suppose now J is compact. To show that the condition of the theorem is satisfied. 
Let F be an intermediate field and o be an isomorphism of F/K into E/K 
satisfying the condition rr,entioned in the theorem. To show that a is extendible to 
an automorphi : r of E/K Let F = K({x}& for a suitable index set. For each x E I 
choose an s, E G such th at a(x) = sz (x). Now consider the collection of closed set 
{s,G,},~~. The conditior-, in the theorem implies that this collection satisfies the 
finite intersection pror trty. Hence by the compactness of J, there exists s E 
n lxersXGX. Hence for $ach x E I, s(x) = sX (x) = a(x). Hence s extends (T. This 
completes the proof. 
Remark 2.10. a) Let E/K be an algebraic separable normal extension. Let 7. be 
the Krull topology on G. If F is any intermediate field any isomorphism a of F/K 
into E/K satisfies the condition mentioned in the theorem. Also 7. coincides with J 
[4]. Hence the compactness of the Krull topology is precisely equivalent to the 
algebraic fact: any isomorphism (I : F/K --) E/K of an intermediate field F is 
extendible to an automorphism of E/K. This theorem and its proof incidentally 
give a simpler proof for the verification of the compactness of the Krull topology. 
b) When E/K is of finite trancedence degree, Theorem 4.3 in [4] gives a weaker 
condition for compactness of J. This weaker condition is not sufficient when E/K is 
‘of infinite transcendence d gree. For if Q is the rational number field the algebraic 
closure of Q(x,, x2,. . . ) where X~ are algebraically independent over Qp satisfies the 
condition but the topology J is not cor??pact in this case. 
c) Even if E/K satisfies the condition that any automorphism ofan intermediate 
field F/K can be extended to an automorphism of E/K, J need not be compact. 
The example in (b) again serves the purpose. 
emark 2.11. It has been proved in [4] that J is compact in the following cases: 
1) E is a finitely gene ed extension on K; (2) E is of finite trancedence degree 
over K and E is a edekind extension of K, in particular when K is of 
characteristic zero and I? an algebraically closed extension of finite transcedence 
e get also the case w transcedence d gree 1 over 
and every automorFZ:~m ef d to an automorphism of E 
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Theorem 2.1”. Let E be a Dedekind extension of K. Then (e, I) is a compact 
space. 
Proof. If E = g there is nothing to prove. Let B be a transcedence base of E over 
K and let F = K(B). Now let G1 be the group of all automorphisms of E over F. 
Now E is algebraic Dedekind ?+ ‘i.  -_ -:. qrable normal over F. 
If sG, is a sub-basic closed set in (G, J) ano srf, n G1 # 9) then sG, n G1 = 
sl(GX n G1) for any s1 E sG, n GI. But G, n G, is a Cialois closed subgroup 
contained in G1 and hence a closed subgroup of GI under the J topology on G, 
(considering E, F, G,). On the other hand the J-topology on G, is coarser than the 
subspace topology on G1 and hence we get that the J-topology on Gl is equal to the 
subspace topology on G1. Since E is algebraic over F by Theorem 2.9 of [4], the J 
topology on G, coincides with the Krull topology on G1. But under the Krull 
topology G1 is compact. Hence G1 is a compac? subset of (GJ). Now if CF is an 
automorphism of K over K, then CT easily extends to an automorphism of F(K) 
over F and then since E is algebraic separable normal over F, this extends to an 
automorphism of E over F. Hence a extends to an element of G1. Now using 
Theorem 2.2, if sGo E G, and s1 E G1 is such that s1 1 I? = s 1 K then s1 maps onto 
sGo in G. So G1 maps onto G. Hence it follows that (G,J) is compact. 
Corollary 2.13. (G, J) i,c compact in the following cases : 
1) E is an algebraically closed extension of K and K is of chtiracteristic zero. 
2) K is a finite extension of K. 
Proof. In case (1) E is surely a Dedekind extension of K and hence we can apply 
Theorem 2.6. In case (2) G is a finite space and hence compact. 
3 
We prove the main results in this section. 
Theorem 3.1. Let K be Galois closed. Then for all n > 0 
H”(G,J,E)=H”(G,xR) and 
H”(G,J,E*)= H”@,.i,K*), 
where G = G/Go, ,i is the quotient topology on c from G under the canonical 
homomorphism a1 : G + G = G/Go. 
Since translations are 
open ‘map 
homeomorphism for J we get that cvl is a continuous 
from (G, J) onto ( ,I). This makes the map (we call it a,) 
( S1 ,~**,Sn)-,((Y*(S1),**., al (Sn)) from G n to 6” also a continuous open map when 
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G” and & are given the product opologies. Hence G n with product opology is a 
quotient of G” with its product opology (under this map). We will now get a map 
from 2” (GJ, E) to 2” @,z R), when n 3 1. 
Step (1): Let f E C”(G,J, E). f is a continuous map from G” into E. We define 
f: & -+ E as follows; f&Go,. . ., s,,&) = f(s,, . . ., se). We note that for G” also 
translations are homeomorphisms, G$is a connected subset of G”, and f is constant 
on connected subsets ince E is discrete. 
We get that if (slGo, . . ., snGo) = (tlGo, . . ., tmGo) then (&, . . ., tn) e (sl, .. ., s,,)Go” 
and hence f(t,, . . ., t,,) = f (sl, *. ., s,J This shoiws that 7 is well defined and we get 
f = fw,,. Since G” has quotiermt topology under cy,, and f is continuous, we get f is 
continuous. 
Step (2): If f E C” (G, J,E) and df E C”+l(G, J, E) then slf(sZ,. . ., s,,+~) = 
f( St, . . ., s,+,) if s1 E Go and (I?, . . ., s,+,) E G”. Hence f(s2, . D ., s,,+~) E z. For 
df(s 1, l 0 l , snct) = s,l (S2, * l ‘, sn) + 2 (- l)‘f (Sl, l l 0, SiSi+I, 8 l l s,+1) 
i-l 
+ t(- l)n+l f (zq, . . l , &)* 
Since s1 E Go, we get that 
( w2, l . .y sn+,) E Go”( 
( sl, s2s3, . . a, S,,+,) E Go”& s2s3, . 0.) 
: 
,Hence 
f( s1s2, ’ l 09 s”+l) = f (s2, l * 0) Sn+l) 
f( s1, s2s3p l l l ) &+I) = f(l, s2s3, l 0 0, &+I) 
: 
f( Sl, s2, . . ., &) = f (1, sz, . . ., sn ). 
He:nce the above expression becomes 
df(s 1, l 0 ., s,++t) = s,f (s2, l l 0, s,+l) - f (sz, l l 0, snel) + df (1, ~2, . . .p sn+~). 
But df E C”+‘(G, J, E) implies df(s,, . . ., s,,+*) = df(1, s2,. . ., s~+~). This yields 
slf (s2, l l -9 Sn+l) = f(s2, . . ., sm+*). Hence f(s2,. , ., s,+*) belongs to the fixed field of Go. 
Then Theorem 2.2 completes the proof of step (2). 
Step (3): Let now f E 27” (G, Y, E). Then f E C” (G, J, E) and df = 0. By step (2) 
we get .iF(G”) C z. Hence 7 is a continuous map from & into z. Also a direct 
checking from the fact that df = 0, yields df = 0. Hence f E 2” (G, x 
e define a map 
is easy to see th that f f 0 implies that )fO . 
ifgEZ”(GJ by gl = g ocyn. g1 is continu since 
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Proof, This follows easily from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 2.7. 
Theorem 3.4. If E, K, G is such that E is’ Gal&s closed, then H’ (G, J, E) = 0 and 
H’(G,J,E*)= 1. 
Proof, Consider the case H’(G, J, E *). Let f : G + E * be a 1-cocycle. Then f is a 
continuous map from (G, J) into the discrete space E * such that for all s, t C G, 
f (St) = sf (0 ’ f w 
Hence we get f(e) = 1. Then V = f-’ (1) must be a open and closed set in (G, J) 
containing e. Then 6 \ V being also open and closed is a union of cosets of Go. 
Hence by Theorem 2.4 V contains aG,, a! E E such that K(ar) is finite normal over 
K. The fixed field of G, is K(a) since K(cu) is finite over K and hence by a theorem 
of Kaplansky [1, p. 151 s Galois closed. If s E G, and t E 6 we have f (st) = 
sf (t) l f(s) = sf (t). But G, is a normal subgroup of G since K(ar ) is normal over K. 
Hence st = ts’, s’ E 6 %. Then f(ts’) = tf(s’) l f(t) = f(t). So f (st) = sf (t) = f(t). 
Thus f(t) E K(a). Hencc : f (G) C K(a). Also G/G= can be considered as the Galois 
group of K(a) over K and if we define f(tGp) = f(t) we have a l-cycle from G/G, 
into K(a)*. Hence by classical Galois cohomology there is an a E K(a)* such that 
(rG,)(a) _ t(a) f(G)= a a 9 
We now have if t E G, f(t) = f(tG,) = t(a)/a and hence f is a coboundary. But 
by hypothesis f : G --, E * is continuous. Hence it follows that f E B ‘(G, J, E *). 
Hence H1 (G, J, E *) = 1. That H’ (G, J, E) = 0 follows similarly. 
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